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A plc of the rows of the array that does not contain any row from the bottom N=16 rows willalways have at least one positive coordinate. This is because: (1) if the rows are chosen only fromthe top 3N=4 rows then it follows from the previous discussion that at least one coordinate in the�rst four coordinates of the plc will have a positive coordinate, (2) if the plc has at least one rowfrom among other rows (i.e., from row number 3N=4+1 to row number (N �N=16)) then considerthe last four coordinates: it is a plc of rows that contains at least one row from among r1; r2, andr3 and does not contain r4; hence, by property P4, at least one coordinate will be positive.Continue the procedure by adding log4N (= n=2) layers, each of which is 4 columns wide; thusconstructing 2n columns. By then, any subset S that does not contain the very bottom row has thefollowing property: any plc of the rows has at least one positive coordinate. Now change the �1 inthe 4th coordinate of the last row to a +1; this completes the construction of A. It follows fromproperty P3 that any plc that contains the last row of A must have at least one positive coordinatein the �rst 4 columns.As for the column sums, properties P1 and P2 ensure that they are all 0, except for the 4thcolumn that we modi�ed in the last row, which sums to 2. 2Comments:1. The matrix A in the above construction has identical rows. If one wants to construct an Awith distinct rows, then one can add n extra columns to obtain an 2n� 3n matrix as follows:add n extra columns, such that each row has a unique identi�er in these columns. Since weuse all 2n identi�ers, each of these n columns sums to 0.2. Since any plc of the rows of A has at least one positive coordinate, it implies that Aw � 1for some w. For the matrix A constructed in the proof of the above theorem, a closed formdescription of such a w is not apparent.3. Another decomposition of any given function is outlined in [26, 30], where a closed formdescription of the corresponding w can be given. The decomposition has the following prop-erties: Every Boolean function f of n variables can be expressed as a threshold function of2n Boolean functions: f1; f2; : : : ; f2n such that (1) Cffi = 0; 8 1 � i � 2n � 2, and (2)Cff2n�1 = Cff2n = 2�(n�1). 20



r1 rar1 rbr1 rar1 rbr2 rar2 rbr2 rar2 rbr3 rar3 rbr3 rar3 rbr4 r1  The last quarter starts herer4 r2r4 r3r4 r4  Change the �1 entry in coordinate 4 to +1Figure 1: Structure of the matrix A for n = 4 (N = 16).Let N = 2n where n is even; therefore, N is a power of 4. Create an N � 4 array where: each ofthe �rst N=4 rows is r1; each of the second N=4 rows is r2; each of the third N=4 rows is r3; andthe last N=4 rows equal r4.Consider any subset S of the rows: if it does not contain any row from the bottom N=4 rows,then it doesn't contain r4 and by property P4, discussed above, any plc of S has at least one positivecoordinate.The construction of A can be continued by adding a second set of 4 columns to A (thus de�ningthe �rst 8 columns) as follows: the �rst 3N=4 rows are alternately ra and rb; the last N=4 rows aredivided into four groups of N=16 rows each, where the �rst N=16 rows are r1, the second N=16 rowsare r2, the third N=16 rows are r3, and the last N=16 rows are r4. Fig. 1 shows the constructionfor n = 4 (N = 16). 19



For any given function f , set Y f = A, and de�ne Y = (Y f )f = Af (i.e., the Y matrix is derivedby negating those rows of A that correspond to the �1 entries of the given function f). A proof ofTheorem 6 then follows as a direct consequence of Lemma 2 and from the fact that f = sgn(Yw)for some w, i.e., the given function is a threshold function of the columns of Y .The construction of the matrix A is recursive and is based on the following 6 by 4 array(partitioned into two sections for reasons to be clari�ed later); the �rst two rows will be referredto as ra and rb respectively and the bottom four rows will be referred to as r1, r2, r3, and r4respectively: 1 1 �1 �1 ra�1 �1 1 1 rb1 1 1 �1 r11 �1 �1 1 r2�1 1 �1 1 r3�1 �1 1 �1 r4Following are the properties of the rows of the array:P1: Rows r1; r2; r3; r4 sum to 0.P2: Rows ra and rb sum to 0.P3: Any positive linear combination plc of the rows that includes rb but not ra has at leastone positive coordinate in the last two columns. This is because rb possesses two 1's inthe coordinates 3 and 4 while all other rows r1; : : : ; r4 contain one 1 and one �1 in thosecoordinates.P4: Let S be any subset of the six rows in the array containing at least one row from amongr1; r2; r3, and not containing r4. Then every positive linear combination (plc) of S has atleast one positive coordinate. This can be proved by enumeration of all possible cases:Assume that S contains the row r2 but does not contain the row r4. Then one can verifythat at least coordinates 1 or 4 of any plc of the rows of S must be positive. Similarly if Scontains row r3 but not r4 then, coordinates 2 or 4 of any plc will be positive; �nally if Scontains r1 but not r4 then coordinates 1, 2, 3, or 4 of any plc will be positive.18



Lemma 2 f is a threshold function of f1; : : : ; fS , if and only if no positive linear combinationof the rows of Y f equals zero, that is, qTY f = 0 for q � 0 implies q = 0.Proof: It is easy to verify that f = sgn(Yw) for some w i� 1 = sgn(Y fw) or, equivalently,Y fw � 1. Thus, given a function f and a set of input functions represented by the columns of thematrix Y , f can be written as a threshold function of the columns of Y , if and only if there is afeasible solution to the following Linear Program (LP):Minimize 0; subject toY fw � 1 (8)The dual of the above LP (see e.g., [22]) is given by:Maximize 1Tq; subject toqTY f = 0; q � 0 (9)The duality theorem of linear programming states that the primal LP (8) is feasible if and only ifits dual (9) has a bounded objective function. Now, (9) has a bounded objective function (= 0) ifand only if its only feasible solution is q = 0. This is because, if there is a feasible solution q0 6= 0,then �q0 is also a feasible solution 8 � > 0; hence, the objective function 1Tq becomes unbounded.Thus, (8) has a feasible solution if and only if qTY f = 0 for q � 0 implies q = 0. 2Theorem 6 Every Boolean function f of n variables (for n even) can be expressed as a thresholdfunction of 2n Boolean functions f1; f2; : : : ; f2n, such that (1) Cffi = 0; for alli; 1 � i � 2n,i 6= 4, and (2) Cff4 = 2�(n�1).Proof: The proof will be developed by constructing a 2n�2n (n even) matrix A with �1 entriesthat satis�es the following properties:1. Every positive linear combination (plc) of a nonempty subset of the rows of A has at leastone positive coordinate. Thus it follows from the duality theory of Linear Programming (seethe proof of Lemma 2) that Aw � 1, for some w.2. Every column, except the 4th one, sums to 0 and the 4th column sums to 2, i.e., 1TA =[0 0 0 2 0 � � �0]. 17



IP2 62 dLT2. Since IP2 can be computed by a linear-size depth-3 threshold circuit, it followsthat dLT2 �/ dLT3. In a more recent paper [13] an alternate geometric approach is used to showthat IP2 62 dLT2; in fact related results in [13] imply that IPm 62 dLT2.We should also note that the computational power of threshold circuits where all weights arepolynomially bounded integers has recently been explored [27, 8, 9]. For example, it is shownin [8, 9] that LT1 � dLT2, and in general LTd � dLTd+1. The method of correlation and otherrelated techniques have been used in [8] to obtain these and other related separation results.We have therefore seen that if f is to be computed by a threshold gate with input functionsf1; : : : ; fS , then exponentially small correlation of f with each fi implies that S is exponentiallylarge in any of the following cases:1. The input functions are orthogonal.2. The input functions are strongly asymptotically orthogonal.3. The input functions are arbitrary and the weights of the threshold gate are integers boundedby a polynomial in the number of inputs.It is natural to ask whether the same holds for arbitrary input functions when the weights arenot restricted. Such a result would show, for example, that any depth-2 threshold circuit for IP2requires exponentially many gates (regardless of the weights).In this section we show that the above is not true. We prove that any n-variable (for n even)function f is a threshold function of 2n input functions such that the correlation of f with eachinput function is exponentially small (in fact, with one input function the correlation is 2�(n�1) |the smallest nonzero value, and with all other input functions, the correlation is zero). Note thatLemma 1 implies that f must have a nonzero correlation with at least one input function.The proof uses a well known linear-programming result, described in the next lemma. LetY = [f1 f2 � � �fS ]. De�ne Y f to be the matrix obtained by negating the rows of Y that correspondto the �1 entries of f , that is, Y fij = fiYij :Clearly, fTY = 1TY f where 1 is the all-1 vector. Also, (Y f )f = Y .16



particular, for mutually orthogonal (or strongly asymptotically orthogonal) input functions, if thecorrelation of f with each input function is exponentially small (in the number of variables) thenthe set of input functions must be exponentially large. In this section we investigate this correlationtechnique when the input functions are not orthogonal.The next proposition shows that for any set of input functions, if the gate's weights are poly-nomially bounded integers (in the number of variables) then exponentially small correlations stillimply that exponentially many input functions are required. The proposition was proven in [11].We restate the proof using the terminology used here.Proposition 1 ([11]) Let f and f1; : : : ; fS be Boolean functions such thatf = sgn( SXi=1 fiwi)where the weights are integers. Then, S � 1̂wĈwhere ŵ def= maxfjwij : 1 � i � Sg and Ĉ def= maxfjCffij : 1 � i � Sg.Proof: Since all weights are integers, Yw is an integer vector, agreeing in sign with f . Hence,2n � fT (Yw) = (fTY )w = 2nCTfYw = 2n SXi=1Cffiwi � 2nSĈŵ ;implying the result. 2Remark: [11] applied the above proposition to establish the �rst known separation result forthreshold circuits. Let LTd be the set of functions computable by depth-d threshold circuitswith size polynomially bounded in the number of input variables, and let dLT d be a subclassof LTd, where the weights of the threshold gates are restricted to be integers, which arepolynomially bounded in the number of input variables.The inner-product-mod-2 function of two n-bit binary sequences x and y is de�ned by:IP2(x; y) = nMi=1 xi ^ yi :By showing that IP2 has exponentially small correlation with any function in LT1, andapplying the proposition, [11] showed that IP2 requires exponentially many gates when im-plemented by a depth-2 threshold circuit with polynomially-bounded integer weights, hence15



Proof: For any given � 2 f0; 1gn, let j�j =Pni=1 �i, i.e. , j�j denotes the number of 1's in �. Forany monomial X�, its degree is de�ned to be j�j. Now, the spectral coe�cients of the Majorityfunction can be listed as follows (note that from symmetry, the monomials with the same degreehave the same spectral coe�cients) [3]:a� = 8><>: 0 if j�j is even,2(�1)(j�j�1)=22n (j�j�1)!� j�j�12 �! (n�j�j)!�n�j�j2 �! (n�12 )! if j�j is odd.Now consider the spectral coe�cients for which j�j = log log n, and assume without loss of generalitythat log logn is odd. There are  nlog logn! of such spectral coe�cients and they all have thesame value. Hence, the spectral power concentrated in these coe�cients isX�3j�j=loglogna2� =  nlog logn!a2j�j=log logn = 
(1=(log logn)3=2):Suppose that a sparse polynomial, R(X), approximating the Majority function, has less than ncmonomials for some constant c. Then applying Corollary 3, we get4�M � XX� 62Ra2� � X�3j�j=loglogn; X� 62Ra2� :There are  nlog logn! monomials of degree log log n, and at least a fraction of (1� nc� nlog logn�) ofthem do not appear in R; hence,4�M � 
(1=(log logn)3=2(1� nc� nlog logn�)) = 
(1=(log logn)3=2) : 2The above corollary uses the spectrum of the Majority function to show that it is not in gSP .An indirect proof was given in [27] that showed that the approximation error is 
(1=n); our directapproach improves the lower bound considerably.5 On the Correlation TechniqueSection 3 showed that the correlation of a function f with a set of input functions can be usedto lower bound the number of input functions required to compute f using a threshold gate. In14



of the appropriate number of input variables (i.e. , those variables for which �i = 1). Since theparity functions are mutually orthogonal, we have a� = Cf�� , where Cf�� denotes the correlationof function f with the parity function (or monomial) X�.If f(X) is approximated by a polynomial, then the following corollary is directly implied byTheorem 5.Corollary 3 If a function f is approximated by a polynomial where the monomials are chosenfrom the set fX� : � 2 Q; Q � f0; 1gng, then the approximation error 0 � �p < 1 satis�es thefollowing: 4�p � 1�X�2Qa2� = X�62Qa2� : 2Thus, the approximation error is bounded below by the total spectral power concentrated in themonomials that are not included in the approximation. This complements a result due to Linialet. al. [16].A case of particular interest is when only polynomially many monomials are used to approximatea given function. A polynomial of n variables is a sparse polynomial if the number of monomialsin it is polynomially bounded in n.The class gSP consists of all Boolean functions that can be closely approximated by sparsepolynomials, more precisely, given any f(X) 2 gSP , k > 0, there exist polynomially many (in n)c�'s such that jf(X)�X c�X�j < n�k for all X 2 f1;�1gn :gSP constitutes a rich class of functions and contains all functions with polynomially boundedspectral norm [27]. Examples of functions in gSP include functions such as AND, OR, Comparisonand Addition.Next we use our lower bound to show that the Majority function does not belong in gSP . TheMajority function, for odd n, is de�ned as follows:Majority(X1; � � �Xn) = sgn( nXi=1Xi):Corollary 4 If the Majority function is approximated by a sparse polynomial then the approx-imation error �M is 
(1=(log logn)3=2). 13



Note that a set of functions Y = [f1 � � �fS ] approximates a function f (i.e. , 0 � �fY < 1), ifand only if f is a threshold function of f1; � � � ; fS .Theorem 5 If a Boolean function f is approximated by a set of S other functions, f1; f2; � � � ; fS,then 4�fY � 1� jjY �jj22nwhere, Y = [f1 � � �fS ] and � is the generalized spectrum as de�ned in (5) and jj � jj is the L2 norm.Proof: Let X = Yw, such that j(f �X)ij � �fY < 1. Since 2nCfY = (Y TY )�, we obtainfTX = fTYw = 2nCTfYw = �TY TYw = (Y �)T X:Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we get,fTX � jjY �jj jjX jj:Hence, jjY �jj � fTX=jjX jj:However, we know that fTX = P2ni=1 jXij � (1 � �fY )2n, and jjX jj2 = P2ni=1X2i � 2n(1 + �fY )2.Hence we obtain, jjY �jj22n � (1� �fY )2=(1 + �fY )2:Now the theorem follows by observing that4�fY � 1� (1� �fY )2(1 + �fY )2 : 2If we restrict to the case where columns of Y are orthogonal, then we have � = CfY , and jjY �jj2 =2njjCfY jj2; hence, we obtain 4�fY � 1� jjCfY jj2: (7)We now apply Theorem 5 to the more speci�c case of polynomial approximation of Boolean func-tions. From the spectral representation theory [18, 14, 21, 10, 30, 25] we know that any Booleanfunction, f(X), of n variables X1; � � �Xn, can be written as f(X1; � � � ; Xn) = X�2f0;1gna�X�, wherea� are the spectral coe�cients, and X� are the monomials. Each monomial X� is a parity function12



We de�ne the generalized L1 spectral norm of f with respect to the basis fgiji = 1; : : : ; 2ng tobe: kfkg def= 2nXi=1 j�ij :The generalized spectral norm reduces to the spectral norm when the gi's are the parity functions.In [27] it was shown that if the spectral norm of a function is polynomially bounded, then it can beexpressed as a threshold function of polynomially many parity functions or monomials. We presenthere an immediate generalization of this result in terms of the generalized spectral coe�cients(proof omitted).Theorem 4 If the generalized L1 spectral norm of f is bounded by a polynomial, i.e., kfkg � ncfor some c > 0, then for any k > 0, there exists S � f1; :::; 2ng such that jSj � np (i.e., S has onlypolynomially many elements in it) andjf(X)�Xi2S wgigi(X)j � n�k :Consequently, f(X) = sgn(Xi2Swgigi(X)). 24 Spectral Approximation of Boolean FunctionsWe present results on approximating Boolean functions by a linear combination of a set of func-tions. A lower bound on the approximation error is derived in terms of the generalized spectralcoe�cients. We then apply this lower bound to the special case of approximating Boolean func-tions by polynomials and show that relatively simple functions, such as Majority, cannot be closelyapproximated by sparse polynomials. In particular, we show that if a polynomial of the inputvariables with only polynomially many (in n) monomials is used to approximate the n variable Ma-jority function then the approximation error is 
(1=(log logn)3=2). This provides a direct approach(based on the spectrum of the Majority function) for proving lower bounds on the approximationerror and improves approximation results reported in [27].Given the Boolean functions f and f1; : : : ; fS , the approximation error, 0 � �fY , is de�ned as�fY = minfjjf � Ywjj1 : w 2 RSg :The set of functions Y = [f1; � � � ; fS] is said to approximate f , if �fY < 1.11



Theorem 3 If for every n, f is a linear threshold function of the strongly asymptotically or-thogonal functions f1; : : : ; fSn , then Sn = 
( 1̂Cn ) :Proof: One can represent (Y TY )=2n as follows:12nY TY = ISn �ESn ;where ISn is an Sn � Sn identity matrix and ESn is an Sn � Sn matrix, such that (ESn)ii = 0and max j(ESn)ij j � v̂n. Since ff1; : : : ; fSng is strongly asymptotically orthogonal, we have forsu�ciently large n, max j(ESn)ij j � v̂n � �=Sn. Since 0 � � < 1, one can now show that forsu�ciently large n:(1) max j(EkSn)ij j � �k=Sn, and(2) (ISn �ESn)�1 = 1Xk=0EkSn = (ISn � FSn), wheremax j(FSn)ij j � 1Sn � �1� � : (6)Now from Eqn. (5) we get � = ( 12nY TY )�1CfY = (ISn � FSn)CfY :If �̂n = max fj�ij : 1 � i � Sng then using the upper bound on max j(FSn)ij j in Eqn. (6), it followsthat �̂n � Ĉn(1 + �Sn(1� �)):The result of the theorem follows from the fact that �̂n � 1=Sn (Theorem 2). 23.1 Characterizations with Generalized L1 Spectral NormsLet g1; : : : ; g2n be a (not necessary orthogonal) basis for F , the set of functions from f1;�1gn tof1;�1g. Every Boolean function f 2 F can be expressed uniquely asf = 2nXi=1 �igiwhere �i are the generalized spectral coe�cients de�ned in (5).10



implying S � 1max fj�ij : 1 � i � Sg :Proof: Consider the decomposition f = Y �+Z described in (4). Suppose that SXi=1 j�ij < 1. Thenj(Y �)ij < 1 for all i. Thus, sgn(Z) = sgn(f � Y �) = f . However, by assumption, f = sgn(Yw) forsome w, which implies that ZTYw > 0. This is a contradiction since ZTY = 0. 2Geometrically, if f is a threshold function of f1; : : : ; fS then some linear combination Yw ofthese functions lies in the interior of the orthant in R2n determined by f . If j(Y �)ij < 1 for all i,then the vector Z lies in the interior of f 's orthant. However, this leads to a contradiction as, onthe one hand Z is orthogonal to f1; : : : ; fS , while, on the other hand, it lies in the same orthant asthe linear combination Yw of f1; : : : ; fS .If the input functions are mutually orthogonal, i.e., Cfifj = 0 for all i 6= j, then �i = Cffi. Wetherefore have:Corollary 2 If f is a threshold function of f1; : : : ; fS , and if the fi's are mutually orthogonalthen S � 1max fjCffij : 1 � i � Sg : 2Next we prove a variation of Corollary 2 for the case where the input functions are asymptoticallyorthogonal. For every integer n, let f be a desired output function, let ff1; : : : ; fSng (all Booleanfunctions of n Boolean variables | the index n is omitted from the function notation) be a set ofinput functions , and let v̂n = maxfjCfifj j : 1 � i < j � Sng:We shall de�ne the set of input functions ff1; : : : ; fSng to be strongly asymptotically orthogonal ifthere exists an �, 0 � � < 1, such that for su�ciently large n,v̂n < �=Sn:That is the input functions are asymptotically mutually orthogonal, and their mutual correlationis bounded above by �=Sn.De�ne Ĉn def= max fjCffij : 1 � i � Sn g:9



3 Generalized SpectrumWe de�ne the generalized spectrum of a Boolean function f with respect to a set of input functionsand use it to lower bound the number of input functions required by a threshold gate computingf . When the input functions are mutually orthogonal, the generalized spectrum of f reduces to itsstandard spectrum.As in the introduction, Y = [f1 f2 � � � fS ] is the 2n � S input matrix whose columns are theinput functions to a threshold gate. A basic linear-algebraic result guarantees that any function fcan be expressed as: f = Y � + Z; (4)where � = [�1 �2 � � � �S ]T is an S-dimensional column vector, and ZTY = 0. Without loss ofgenerality assume that Y is of full column rank. Then � can be computed as follows:� = (Y TY )�1Y Tf = 2n(Y TY )�1CfY (5)where CfY = [Cff1 Cff2 � � � CffS ]T is the correlation vector de�ned in the introduction.Geometrically, Y � represents the orthogonal projection of the vector f onto the subspacespanned by the input vectors fi, and Z is orthogonal to that subspace. For an interpretationof �, consider the case where the input functions form an orthogonal basis of R2n. Such a basisis formed, for example, by the 2n parity functions of subsets of the n input variables [30]. ThenfTi fj = 0 for i 6= j and fTi fi = 2n. Hence, 2n(Y TY )�1 is the S � S identity matrix and � = CfY ,namely, the �i's are the corresponding spectral coe�cients. In general, if the input functions fiare mutually orthogonal then there exists an orthogonal basis B = ff1; f2; � � � ; fS; ~fS+1; � � � ; ~f2ng,where ~fi 2 R2n (not necessarily restricted to have �1 entries). Since the functions fi are mu-tually orthogonal, we again get � = CfY , or �i are the spectral coe�cients corresponding to theorthogonal basis B. For that reason, we call � the generalized spectrum of the output function fwith respect to f1; : : : ; fS.The next theorem uses the generalized spectral coe�cients to lower bound the number of inputfunctions required by a threshold gate computing a function.Theorem 2 [Spectral Bound] If f is a threshold function of f1; : : : ; fS , thenSXi=1 j�ij � 1;8



Proof: Let (v)i denote the ith entry of a vector v. For any Boolean function g and for alli 2 f1; : : : ; 2ng, (f � g)i = 8<: 0 if (f)i = (g)i;2(f)i if (f)i 6= (g)i:By assumption, there is a weight vector w such that f = sgn(Yw). Hence, whenever (f)i 6= (g)i,sgn(f � g)i = sgn(f)i = sgn(Yw)i:Moreover, if f 6= g, there must be an index i such that (f)i 6= (g)i, and by de�nition (Yw)i 6= 0 forall i. Hence, (f � g)TYw > 0, which implies fTY 6= gTY . 2The proof has a simple geometric interpretation. If f is a threshold function of f1; : : : ; fS thensome linear combination Yw of these functions lies in the interior of the orthant in R2n determinedby f . But for any g 6= f , the nonzero vector (f�g) lies in the same orthant. Hence, (f�g)TYw > 0,which implies that fTY 6= gTY .As an immediate consequence we derive a bound on the number of threshold functions of anyset of input functions.Corollary 1 There are at most (2n+1)S threshold functions of any set of S input functions. 2The innovation of Corollary 1 lies mostly in the simplicity of its proof. With considerably morework, one can obtain bounds that have the same asymptotic behavior when S � 2n, but arestronger when S is comparable to 2n [7, 20].The following are two further observations regarding the uniqueness property:1. Theorem 1 holds even if the functions f1; : : : ; fS are real valued (not restricted to �1) and iftheir domain is of arbitrary dimension (not necessarily a power of 2).2. The converse of Theorem 1 is not true. Fix a set f1; : : : ; fS of input functions, and let f be afunction satisfying CfY 6= CgY for all g 6= f . Then f is not necessarily a threshold functionof f1; : : : ; fS .To see that, let f be the parity of all the input variables, and let the input functions f1; : : : ; fSbe all the parity functions of subsets of the variables, except for f . Thus S = 2n�1. It is easyto verify that fTY = 0 while gTY 6= 0 for any g 6= f . Yet, by Lemma 1, the orthogonality off to f1; : : : ; fS implies that f is not a threshold function of them.7



The special case of mutually-orthogonal input functions where the functions are parities of inputvariables was proved in [4]. As with the uniqueness property, the proof used spectral-analysis toolsand assumptions. Using only basic linear-algebraic techniques, the geometric approach shows thatthese assumptions are not necessary, thereby simplifying the proofs and generalizing the results toarbitrary sets of input functions.In Section 4 we use the generalized spectrum to lower bound the error incurred when a Booleanfunction is approximated by a linear combination of a set of functions. We apply the bound toshow that the Majority function cannot be closely approximated by a sparse polynomial. Specif-ically, we show that if a polynomial of the input variables with only polynomially many (in n)monomials is used to approximate the n variable Majority function then the approximation erroris 
(1=(log logn)3=2).Our lower bounds use the correlation coe�cients Cffi to lower bound the number of inputfunctions f1; : : : ; fS required by a threshold gate computing f . An equivalent approach was usedby Hajnal et. al. [11] to lower bound the depth of a threshold circuit computing the Inner-product-mod-2 function. In Section 5, we investigate this correlation technique in more detail and provesome limits to its e�ectiveness. We show that if the input functions are not mutually orthogonalthen the number of input functions need not be inversely proportional to the largest correlationcoe�cient. We provide a construction showing that any n-variable function f is a threshold functionof 2n input functions each having an exponentially small correlation with f .2 UniquenessThe correlation between two n-variable functions is a multiple of 2�(n�1) and is bounded between�1 and 1, hence can assume 2n + 1 values. Given Y = [f1; : : : ; fS ], the correlation vector CfY =[Cff1; : : : ; CffS]T can therefore assume at most (2n + 1)S di�erent values. There are 22n Booleanfunctions of n Boolean variables, hence many share the same correlation vector. However, the nexttheorem shows that a threshold function of f1; : : : ; fS does not share its correlation vector with anyother function.Theorem 1 [Uniqueness] Let f be a threshold function of f1; : : : ; fS . For every Booleanfunction g 6= f , CgY 6= CfY :6



for example, that any set of S input functions can give rise to at most (2n+1)S di�erent thresholdfunctions.The special case of the uniqueness property where the functions f1; : : : ; fS are the input variables(or a constant function) had been proven in [6] (see also [15]). The proof used spectral-analysistools such as Parseval's theorem and relied on the mutual orthogonality of the input functions(namely, Cxi;xj = 0 for all i 6= j). Another special case where the input functions are parities ofthe input variables was proven in [4]. Essentially the same proof was used, again relying on theinput functions being mutually orthogonal. However, in threshold circuits of depth larger thanone, the input functions to the gates in the second layer are not necessarily orthogonal; hence theseuniqueness results do not apply. Our proof shows that the spectral-analysis tools and assumptionsare not needed for the uniqueness property to hold, thereby simplifying the proof and showingthat the input functions need not be mutually orthogonal: the uniqueness property holds for allcollections of functions.Lemma 1 showed that if CfY = 0 then f is not a threshold function of f1; : : : ; fS . In Section 3we consider the case where CfY 6= 0. De�ne the generalized spectrum of f with respect to f1; : : : ; fS(name partially justi�ed below) to be the S-dimensional vector:� def= (�1; : : : ; �S)T def= (Y TY )�1Y Tf :We show that if f is a threshold function of f1; : : : ; fS , thenS � 1maxfj�ij : 1 � i � Sg : (2)This provides a way to lower bound the number of input functions. Speci�cally, if each �i isexponentially small in n (the number of variables) then S must be exponentially large.If the input functions are mutually orthogonal then Y TY = 2nIS (the S � S identity matrix),hence � = 12nY T f = CfY ;and (2) reduces to S � 1maxfjCffij : 1 � i � Sg : (3)We also prove an analog of this result for input functions that are asymptotically mutually orthog-onal. 5



In this interpretation, f is the output of a threshold gate whose input functions are f1; : : : ; fSif and only if the linear combination Yw = PSi=1 fiwi de�ned by the gate lies in the interior off 's orthant. This view forms the basis of our results. Combined with some other basic linear-algebraic observations, it enables us to prove various threshold-circuit results as described in thenext subsection.The correlation of two n-variable Boolean functions f1 and f2 isCf1f2 def= (fT1 f2)=2n :The functions f1 and f2 are uncorrelated, or orthogonal, if Cf1f2 = 0. Note that Cf1f2 = 1 �dH(f1; f2)=2n�1, where dH(f1; f2) is the Hamming distance between f1 and f2. Thus, correlationcan be interpreted as a measure of how `close' the two functions are.1.3 ResultsIf two vectors lie in the same orthant, their inner product is non-negative. If one of the vectors isin the orthant's interior, and the other is nonzero, then the inner product is positive. We thereforehave the following \folk theorem:"Lemma 1 If f is orthogonal to the input functions f1; : : : ; fS, then f is not a threshold functionof f1; : : : ; fS.Proof: If f is orthogonal to all of f1; : : : ; fS , then f is orthogonal to any linear combination Ywof these functions. By the observations preceding the lemma, Yw cannot be in f 's orthant, hencef cannot be a threshold function of f1; : : : ; fS . 2Fix the input functions f1; : : : ; fS to a threshold gate. The correlation vector of a function f ,with the input functions isCfY def= (Y Tf)=2n = [Cff1 Cff2 � � � CffS ]T :The correlation of two n-variable Boolean functions can assume 2n + 1 di�erent values, hencethe correlation vector can assume at most (2n + 1)S di�erent values. Inevitably, many of the 22ndi�erent functions share the same correlation vector.In Section 2 we prove a uniqueness property: if f is a threshold function of f1; : : : ; fS, then thecorrelation vector CfY is achieved only by f | for any other function g, CgY 6= CfY . This implies,4



computing correlations among Boolean functions) for the depth of threshold circuits implementingBoolean functions; (4) a construction showing that every Boolean function f of n input variables isa threshold function of polynomially many input functions, none of which is signi�cantly correlatedwith f ; (5) generalizations of some known results on threshold-circuit complexity, particularly thosethat are based on spectral analysis.1.2 FrameworkAn n-variable Boolean function is a mapping f : f�1; 1gn ! f�1; 1g. We view f as a (column)vector in R2n . Each of f 's 2n components is either �1 or +1 and represents f(x) for a distinctvalue assignment x of the n Boolean variables. We view the weights of an S-input threshold gateas a weight vector w = (w1; � � � ; wS)T in RS.Let the functions f1; : : : ; fS be the inputs of a threshold gate with weight vector w. The gatecomputes a function f (or f is the output of the gate) if the following vector equation holds:f = sgn SXi=1 fiwi! (1)where sgn(x) def= 8>>><>>>: +1 if x > 0;�1 if x < 0;unde�ned if x = 0:Note that this de�nition requires that all components of PSi=1 fiwi be nonzero. It is convenient towrite Equation (1) in matrix form: f = sgn(Yw);where the input matrix Y = [f1 � � �fS ]is a 2n by S matrix whose columns are the input functions. The function f is a threshold functionof f1; : : : ; fS if there exists a threshold gate (namely, a weight vector w) with inputs f1; : : : ; fS thatcomputes f .Geometrically, each function f , being a �1 vector in R2n , determines an orthant in R2n | theset of vectors whose non-zero coordinates agree in sign with the corresponding coordinates of f .The orthant's interior consists of all vectors in the orthant with no zero coordinates.3



1 Introduction1.1 BackgroundAn S-input threshold gate is characterized by S real weights w1; : : : ; wS. It takes S inputs:x1; : : : ; xS, each either +1 or �1, and outputs +1 if the linear combination PSi=1 wixi is positiveand �1 if the linear combination is negative.Circuits consisting of threshold gates are called threshold circuits and have received considerableattention [20, 15, 17, 19, 4, 31, 29, 1, 8]. Threshold circuits have been recently shown to computeseveral functions of practical interest (including: Parity, Addition, Multiplication, Division, andComparison) with fewer gates and smaller depth than conventional circuits using AND, OR, andNOT gates [5, 24, 2, 19, 27, 28]. However, some simple questions remain unanswered. It is notknown, for example, whether there is a function that can be computed by a depth-3 threshold circuitwith polynomially many gates but cannot be computed by any depth-2 circuit with polynomiallymany threshold gates. At an even more basic level, there is no e�cient (unless P=NP) way todetermine whether any Boolean function given in a disjunctive normal form can be computed by asingle threshold gate [12, 23].An S-input threshold gate corresponds to a hyperplane in RS . This geometric interpretationhas been used for example to count the number of Boolean functions computable by a single thresh-old gate [7], and also to determine functions that cannot be implemented by a single threshold gate.However, threshold circuits of depth two or more do not carry a simple geometric interpretation inRS . The inputs to gates in the second level are themselves threshold functions, hence the linearcombination computed at the second level can be a non-linear function of the inputs. Lacking ageometric view, researchers [6, 4] have used indirect approaches, applying spectral-analysis tech-niques to analyze threshold gates. These techniques, apart from their complexity, restricted theinput functions of the gates to be of very special types: input variables, or parities of the inputvariables, thus not applying even to depth-two circuits.In this paper, we outline a simple geometric approach to characterize the input/output rela-tionship of a threshold gate. Using this approach, we obtain: (1) a lower bound on the numberof input functions required by a threshold gate implementing a given function; (2) a lower boundon the error incurred when a Boolean function is approximated by a linear combination of a setof functions; (3) a limit on the e�ectiveness of a well known lower-bound technique (based on2



Vector Analysis of Threshold Functions�Vwani Roychowdhuryy Kai-Yeung Siuz Alon Orlitskyx Thomas Kailath{AbstractViewing n-variable Boolean functions as vectors in R2n , we invoke basic tools from linearalgebra and linear programming to derive new results on the realizability of Boolean functionsusing threshold gates. Using this approach, we obtain: (1) a lower bound on the numberof input functions required by a threshold gate implementing a given function; (2) a lowerbound on the error incurred when a Boolean function is approximated by a linear combinationof a set of functions; (3) a limit on the e�ectiveness of a well known lower-bound technique(based on computing correlations among Boolean functions) for the depth of threshold circuitsimplementing Boolean functions; (4) a construction showing that every Boolean function f ofn input variables is a threshold function of polynomially many input functions, none of whichis signi�cantly correlated with f ; (5) generalizations of some known results on threshold-circuitcomplexity, particularly those that are based on spectral analysis.
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